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Get field-tested best practices and proven techniques for designing, deploying, operating, and optimizing Microsoft Office SharePoint Server 2007 and Windows SharePoint Services 3.0. Part of the new Best Practices series for IT professionals from Microsoft PressÂ®, this guide is written by leading SharePoint MVPs and Microsoft SharePoint team members who ve worked extensively with real-world deployments and customers. You ll find out how to deploy the software, design your environment, manage content, analyze and view data, perform disaster recovery, monitor performance, and more. You'll learn how to create SharePoint sites that help your organization collaborate, take advantage of business insights, and improve productivity with practical insights from the experts. 

Key Book Benefits:


 Delivers authoritative, field-tested best practices for working with Microsoft SharePoint solutions Covers the full IT lifecycle, from planning, design, and deployment through operations and support Includes a CD with job aids, utilities, and a fully searchable eBook     


About the Author
   

Bill English, MCSE, MCT, CTT+, GSEC, is a Microsoft MVP for Microsoft Office SharePoint Server. He is president of MindSharp, a leading training and consulting company for SharePoint Products and Technologies, and the author of several books on SharePoint Portal Server. 
 

Ben Curry, CISSP, MCP, CNE, CCNA, is a trainer and consultant who specializes in SharePoint Products and Technologies. He has more than 15 years of experience designing, implementing, and helping secure datacenter solutions, and previously worked as a network architect at NASA.       
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ppk on JavaScript, 1/e (VOICES)New Riders Publishing, 2006
Whether you're an old-school scripter who needs to modernize your JavaScripting skills or a standards-aware Web developer who needs best practices and code examples, you'll welcome this guide from a JavaScript master.

Other JavaScript books use example scripts that have little bearing on real-world Web...
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Teach Yourself VISUALLY Mac OS X Snow LeopardVisual, 2009

	Are you a visual learner? Do you prefer instructions that show you how to do something — and skip the long-winded explanations? If so, then this book is for you. Open it up and you'll find clear, step-by-step screen shots that show you how to tackle 150 Mac OS X Snow Leopard tasks. Each task-based spread covers a single technique,...
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Rich Internet Applications with Adobe Flex & Java (Secrets of the Masters)SYS-CON Books, 2007
At the beginning of the decade Macromedia coined the term rich Internet application (RIA) to describe the future of applications. An RIA is a Web experience that’s engaging, interactive, lightweight, and flexible. RIAs offer the flexibility and ease of use of an intelligent desktop application and add the broad reach of traditional Web...
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Biodiversity under Threat (Issues in Environmental Science and Technology)Royal Society of Chemistry, 2007

	'This is a timely, thoughtful and authoritative account of the current state of play on the ecological battlefront'. Rouvray D., 2008. Biodiversity for chemists. Chemistry World, 5 (1), p.p.64-65.


	There is much public concern about threats to global biodiversity. Industrial pollution, changes in agricultural practices...
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HTML5 Data and Services CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Over one hundred website building recipes utilizing all the modern HTML5 features and techniques!


	Overview

	
		Learn to effectively display lists and tables, draw charts, animate elements and use modern techniques such as templates and data-binding frameworks through simple and short examples.
	...
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Understanding Swift ProgrammingTenaya Creek Press, 2015

	Covers Swift 2

	Swift, Apple's new language for app development, has been widely praised for its clean, safe, and feature-rich design. The language is poised to quickly replace Objective-C for developing iOS apps.


	Swift is now the 14th most popular language (Objective-C is #18, having sunk like a stone from #3) as...
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